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SITUATION OVERVIEW

On 1 December in Geneva, the Minister of Security of Bosnia
and Herzegovina (BiH), Selmo Cikotić, took part in the HighLevel Panel on the new World Migration Report (WMR) 2022,
which provides key statistical and thematic updates on
migration and mobility. Minister Cikotić provided an overview
of BiH’s efforts for improved migration governance and
highlighted progress achieved despite the COVID-19 crisis,
including the inclusion of migrants in the national vaccination
campaign. He also praised IOM for the WMR 2022 and its
contribution to informed policy dialogues and public opinions
on migration worldwide.

On 29 November, IOM organized a photoshoot of the
clothing collection prepared by migrants for the International
Migrants Day. The event will showcase the artwork created in
the TRC’s Fashion corners, established with financial support of
the European Union (EU). Migrants from Iran, Cameroon and
Afghanistan participated in the photoshoot along with the
photographers of the “Dispatches in exile” project.

Between 29 November and 5 December, a total of 156
migrants received the first and second dose of COVID-19
vaccine. So far, in all Temporary Reception Centres (TRCs) in
BiH, a total of 919 migrants have been vaccinated, including
225 who have now received two doses.
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COORDINATION & MANAGEMENT

PROTECTION, PARTICIPATION & ACCOUNTABILITY

In TRC Miral, the IOM CCCM team organized weekly meetings
with partner organizations. On 2 December, another meeting was
organized with community representatives of Vrnograč, Polje,
Bosanska Bojna and Glinica, to discuss social cohesion initiatives to
build relations between migrants and host communities in Velika
Kladuša.

During the reporting period, the IOM Mental Health and
Psychosocial Support (MPHSS) team referred 152 individual cases
to partner organizations, and provided 871 individual services
including information on available accommodation, medical
assistance, transport assistance, translation, distribution of NFI,
specialized assistance to persons with disabilities using sign
language, screening of newcomers and returnees in TRCs, and
monitoring of group activities in the TRCs.

In TRC Ušivak, on 30 November, a round table on "Exchange of
information/experiences concerning women on the move" was
organized by the BiH Gender Equality Agency and Bosnia and
Herzegovina Woman's Initiative (BHWI) in the context of the 16
days of activism Campaign. Participants discussed the plight of
women as migrants, refugees and asylum-seekers, and the legal
framework and mechanisms for protecting cases of gender-based
violence (GBV).
In TRC Blažuj, on 1 December, the regular CCCM meeting was
held with partner agencies and the Service for Foreigners’ Affairs
(SFA), during which the plan to create a greenhouse for the TRC
was discussed, at the initiative of World Vision International (WVI).
The IOM DTM Flow Monitoring Surveys (FMS) also continued
during the week, to document the profiles, needs, vulnerabilities
and intentions of migrants currently in BiH.
In TRC Borići, the weekly inter-agency meeting was organized by
IOM in collaboration with UNICEF, World Vision, SCI, SFA, LAN
and IOM. As WVI now provide protection service since 1
December, the meeting focused on the coordination and referral
mechanisms in place. UNICEF prepared a draft of Standard
Operation Procedures (SoP) which will be reviewed and finalized
in the coming period.
In TRC Lipa, the Armed Forces of BiH started dismantling the
installations of the Provisional Camp, as the structures could
represent safety issue if left untouched. Meanwhile, the Bihać Red
Cross has set up a tent intended as a place of prayer for migrants
and IOM will provide heaters to allow its everyday use. The IOM
Deputy Chief of Mission and the IOM National Emergency
Operations Coordinator visited the TRC on 1 December to
support coordination of operations and activities. In addition, a
meeting was organized with the child protection team of UNICEF,
CWS, WV, UNFPA and IOM, where activities in the family and in
the unaccompanied and separated children (UASC) area were
discussed. It was agreed that when welcoming new arrivals, all
communication in the TRC is via the SFA team leaders. In addition,
a meeting was held between IOM, UNHCR and SFA as agencies
overseeing the protection sector in the TRC. SFA invited agencies
to coordinate and establish procedures related to the
implementation of activities in the centre: IOM will continue with
screening of migrants' vulnerabilities at registration, while UNHCR
has presented the Traffic light tool and announced its presence
with its implementation partner Vaša Prava. The SFA Camp
Manager held a meeting with the local NGO Žene sa Une to
discuss the start of other social activities in the TRC.

In TRC Blažuj, the weekly Council meeting was held on 30
November, in the presence of 13 migrants and eight
representatives of partner agencies. Responses to all the
complaints discussed during the previous meeting were provided,
on topics including heating, hot water and electricity. IOM worked
diligently to address these issues and increase the level of comfort
of residents in their accommodation units.
In TRC Borići, complaints regarding food were raised despite
recent changes to the menu, which had been brought following
food satisfaction surveys and consultations. Work on
improvements will therefore continue. Two additional focus
groups were held on 30 November and 2 December to explore
the potential of cash-based interventions. Migrants from all
communities participated and shared their views on the best way
to distribute the cards, the products they need and would
purchase if they had cards, and the possible problems they might
encounter while using them.

In TRC Ušivak, on 3 December, a Community Representative
Council meeting was held with delegates from Afghanistan, Algeria,
Iran and Tunisia. To help protect the accommodation units from
rain and snow, participants proposed the construction of an
awning between the entrances of the containers at the upper part
of the TRC. IOM also followed up on some of the
recommendations issued from the Boy's Voice meetings, where
UASC requested that the door locks on all accommodation units
be changed.

871

152

MARKING 16 DAYS OF ACTIVISM CAMPAIGN IN TRC UŠIVAK © IOM 2021
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SHELTER, WATER, SANITATION & HYGIENE (WASH)

ASSISTANCE OUTSIDE OF RECEPTION FACILITIES

IOM’s maintenance and cleaning team inspect all TRCs installations
daily, with two cleanings per day, weekly disinfection, disinfestation
and derating (DDD) measures, and several repairs on sanitary
installations in the Centres. In TRC Blažuj, regular defrosting and
clearing of the snow is required as the winter sets in. Furthermore,
one exterior area was cleaned to store tools and other materials
that will be used for the new greenhouse. In TRC Lipa, a
temporary booth was installed to protect from the weather during
the food distribution in the isolation zone.

During the week, the IOM outreach mobile team provided 1, 716
services to migrants outside of reception facilities, including 641
information sessions, transportation and food. A total of 206
migrants accepted accommodation and were transported to TRCs,
including 98 to Borići, and 103 to Lipa.

1,286

51

During the joint activity "Communication with communities", IOM
and UNHCR profiled 14 migrants in outreach locations in the
Bihać area, all adult men from Pakistan. All them were registered
with the SFA, although accommodation in TRCs, asylum in BiH,
and return assistance were declined.
The IOM outreach team visits outreach locations daily, to increase
information and access to services, with the aim to reduce the
number of migrants camping or squatting in abandoned buildings.

206

1,716

IOM STAFF MAINTAINING OUTSIDE CAMP AREA CLEAN AND PASSABLE IN
WINTER SEASON © IOM 2021

FOOD & NON-FOOD ITEMS (NFI)
In TRC Borići, food distribution included the direct delivery of
meals to all migrants in isolation areas, as well as the preparation of
special meals for persons with dietary restrictions. UNICEF also
donated winter clothes for children.

In TRC Miral, on 29 November, IOM and the migrant Council
representatives organized a joint distribution of masks and
disinfectants to promote the importance of preventive protection
against COVID-19. Personal protective equipment (PPE) including
medical masks, disinfection liquid, medical gloves) were distributed
for 150 migrants.
In TRC Ušivak, on 1 December, a mass distribution of caps, scarfs,
gloves, jackets and footwear took place. 290 items were
distributed to 104 migrants.

23,067

5,160

2,459
A FAMILY OF 9 ARRIVED FROM TUZLA RELOCATED BY THE IOM UŠIVAK AND
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HUMAN STORIES

RETURN, REINTEGRATION AND PATHWAYS
IOM and UNHCR jointly disseminate information on return and
asylum in all TRCs as well as in outreach locations. Between 29
November and 5 December, the IOM return and reintegration
team reached a total of 310 migrants, including 63 in TRCs and
247 in other locations. A total of 40 in-depth counselling sessions
were held. Additionally, six migrants returned to their country of
origin (3 to India, 1 to Iran and 2 to Pakistan).

SAFETY AND SECURITY
IOM Office of Staff Security supported the SFA with the provision
and installation of 16 CCTV cameras in TRC Lipa, and
seven cameras in TRC Blažuj. The cameras, mostly covering

Melina

and Rose are two sisters from Kabul, Afghanistan.

“We had to leave our country because of the deteriorating
situation - Taliban took my country and as a woman I’m only
allowed to stay at home. I feel unsafe, I can’t study or work. My

common areas and perimeter fence of the centres, represent an
important tool for responsible authorities to ensure safety and
security of humanitarian staff and migrants accommodated in the
TRCs.

family and I are 4 months on route to safety.
I want to be an independent person, to continue my studies
and to prosper in my life.” said Melina
Melina and Rose are seen wearing clothes they created as a

MAIN GAPS

part of the project “Made in BiH by people on the move” led

New support to the migration response in BiH is needed. The top
priority remains funds for food and non-food items for migrants
living in TRCs and those sleeping outside of TRCs. Funds are
also needed for critical repairs and running costs of TRCs. IOM and
its partners are exploring ways to complement funding to ensure
preparedness and response to emergencies.

by Bosnian fashion designer Aleksandra Lovrić in collaboration
with IOM.
In the background are the drawings Melina, Rose and other
beneficiaries of the TRC Ušivak. Photograph made by
“Dispatches in Exile” project, shot by Daniel from Iran who
attended these workshops.

Capacity-building remains a priority to progress towards the
overarching goal of ensuring state ownership of the emergency
response.
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